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This study aimed to investigate: 1) the influence of 4C learning model on students’ learning outcomes in the philosophy of science course, 2) the influence of academic capability on students’ learning outcomes in the philosophy of science course, and 3) the interaction between 4C learning model and academic capability on the students’ learning outcomes in the philosophy of science course, in cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains at UIN Walisongo Semarang academic year of 2019/2020. This study was a quasi-experimental research with 2x3 factorial design. The study was conducted at UIN Walisongo Semarang academic year of 2019/2020 on the first years students of Islamic Communication Department. Techniques in collecting the data were multiple choice tests, essay tests, observations, and documentation. The hypothesis testing used two-way ANOVA test with a significance level of 5%. The result of it related to the influence of 4C model on the students’ learning outcomes had showed the significance values in cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. The value of cognitive domain was 0.314, the value of psychomotor domain was 0.032, and the value of affective domain was 0.038. The result of hypothesis testing used two-way ANOVA test related to the influence of academic capability on the students’ learning outcomes had showed the the significance values in cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. It was suggested to implement 4C learning model that would influence the students’ learning outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the issue that is interesting and widely discussed internationally is about the Fourth Industrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0) in various field including education field.
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(Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Arsad et al., 2011; Osman et al., 2013; Kivunja, 2014; Griffin & Care, 2015; Egan et al., 2017; ). This issue is also interesting and developing in Indonesia especially in education field (Zubaidah et al., 2016). The science and technology developments have changed the world as the fourth industrial revolution. The Industry 4.0 as a phase of technology revolution has changed the human’s way in having activities compared to their previous life experiences. Facing the industry 4.0 is not easy, so we have to prepare many things related to it. One of the important elements that must be a concern to improve the economic growth and national competitiveness in this era is to prepare a more innovative learning system and improve the graduates competences who have learning and innovation skill in the 21st century. It causes this century is more focussed on specific specializations, so the Indonesian national education goals must be directed to create skill and attitude of individuals in the 21st century.

The five main domain in the 21st century are digital literacy, intensive thinking, effective communication, high productivity, and also the spiritual and moral values (Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Egan et al., 2017). Brown (2015: 58-60) classifies the skill and attitude in the 21st century as the ways to think (knowledge, critical, and creative thinking), ways to learn (literacy and softskills), and way to learn with other (personal, social, and civic responsibilities). The US-based Partnership for 21st century skills (P21) identifies critical thinking skills, creative thinking skills, communication skills, and collaboration skills as competencies that are needed in the 21st century. This competence is known as 4C competency.

Critical thinking skill is a fundamental skill in solving problems (Lang, 2000: 21). The skill is important to be possessed by students in finding the problem sources and the right solution for it. The critical thinking skill can be instilled in various disciplines. The teacher plays an important role in designing and developing the learning programs to be focussed on empowering this skill. The creative thinking skill is related to the skill that implements a new approach to solve a problem and be an innovation. This skill is completely new and original action both personally and culturally (Facione, 2010). Some examples of students’ creative thinking skill are their willingness to think about problems or challenges, share it with others, and settle for feedbacks. The communication skill is a skill to express ideas, thoughts, knowledge, or new informations in written and oral forms (NEA, 2010). This skill includes listening, writing, and speaking skills (Darmuki et al., 2018; Darmuki et al., 2017; Darmuki et al., 2019). The collaboration skill is a skill to work together effectively and efficiently that shows respect for diverse teams, practices fluency and willingness in making decision needed to achieve common goals (Greenstein, 2012; NEA, 2012). Groupworks or teamworks consist of leadership, decision making, and cooperation (Darmuki & Hidayati, 2019; Darmuki & Hariyadi, 2019).

The Indonesian learning process (including philosophy of science learning) has many weaknesses. One of them is the lack of students’ thinking skill. Zubaidah (2018) states that the philosophy of science learning is said to be qualified when it is challenging, enjoyable, encourages exploration, provides successful experiences, and develops
thinking skill. This argument is supported by Sutiman et.al (2014) who argues that the learning process of philosophy of science has to prepare qualified students who have scientific literacy, good attitudes, and higher order thinking skills. It creates human resources that are able to think critically and creatively, make decisions, and solve problems.

One of thinking skills that is expected to emerge in philosophy of science learning is critical thinking skill. It is individual skill that is used to analyse arguments and provides interpretations based on rational perceptions, assumption analysis, and logical interpretation. Critical thinking can stimulate students to solve the problems that are related to the learning materials (Ewie, 2010). The critical thinking skill is curious thinking about the available information to reach a deep understanding. According to Beyer (1995), it includes interpretation, analysis, inference, evaluation, explanation, and self-regulation. The students’ interpretation aspects are able to classify the problems received so it has clear meanings. The students’ analysis aspects are able to test ideas and recognize the reasons and statements. The students’ inference aspects are able to make a conclusion in problem solving. The students’ evaluation aspects are able to assess opinions or statements received from themselves and another people. The students’ explanation aspects are able to explain expressed statements to be a strong opinion. The students’ self-regulation aspects are able to regulate their existences in dealing with problem solving. The development of critical thinking skill is the integration of several parts of skill development such as observation, analysis, reasoning, assessment, and decision making. The better development of these abilities will make us able to overcome the problems with satisfying results.

Ennis (2011) states that critical thinking has two components, namely: 1) the ability to produce and process informations, 2) the habit of using skills to control behavior based on intellectual commitment. The critical thinking consists of some aspects. They are self-guided, self-disciplined, self-directed, self-monitored, and self-corrective thinking to have higher thinking. When those aspects are fulfilled, it will make people who think critically have rational life, be consistent and empathic person.

The philosophy of science learning aims to make students able to understand the concepts of scientific thinking, be able to apply the concepts being learned, be able to relate one concept to another concepts, and be able to solve dailylife problems. Sutiman et.al (2014) argue that study the philosophy of science is not only gathering knowledge, but also empowering thinking skill, scientific skill, and its implementation on students. The perception of philosophy of science lecturers is limited to the product, as a result the learning has not been student-centered. The aim of its learning is changed to how much students can memorize the concept of scientific thinking. The aspect of critical thinking is rarely trained by lecturers, as a result the students’ critical thinking skills are cause for concern. Knowledge can be meaningfully constructed when the lecturer is able to train students to think critically in analysing and solving a problem. Students who think critically will be able to identify, evaluate, construct arguments, and be able to solve problems correctly.
Researchs on 4C (Constructive, Critical, Creativity, Collaborative) learning model have been widely carried out. As a research by Proulx (2004) about the integration of scientific methods and collaborative critical thinking in debate class. It shows that this method has succeeded in increasing students’ debating abilities. A study by Klimoviene and Barzdziukiene (2006) which develops collaborative critical thinking to increase students’ social skills in cooperative learning. Piaw (2010) has a research on the assessment of creative tests and critical thinking in classroom learning. Leen et.al. (2014) investigate the implementation of creative learning and critical thinking in Singapore schools. It shows that there is a good mastery in the learning process. A research by Zivkovil (2016) shows that critical thinking learning is very needed as an attribute to achieve success in the 21st century. Zubaidah et.al. (2018) have a research about the importance of collaborative learning and critical thinking skill that have better results compared to Group Investigation (GI) and Jigsaw. A study by Guo (2016) about the implementation of 4C in learning Chinese shows good result and trains students’ critical thinking ability. In general, the previous research has not been specific to the philosophy of science course, so the results have not focussed on the 4 learning model.

The learning designs developed in Indonesia have not demanded the students’ skills and creativity in the teaching and learning process. The lecturer emphasizes more on the aspects of knowledge and understanding, while the aspects of application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation are only done in small part of learning. The lecturers should be able to stimulate their students to think critically about the concepts of philosophy of science. Gokhale (1995) states that teaching means participating with the students in developing knowledge and meanings, being critical, holding justifications. In other words, teaching is a form of self-learning. The learning process of philosophy of science contains more lectures and exercises in answering the questions quickly without having deep understanding about the concepts. The impact of such traits causes students to be less trained to develop their reasoning ability in solving problems and applying concepts that have been learned. The main problem that causes the low ability of students to think critically is due to the learning process that has not develop the students’ reasoning skills. The critical thinking skill is not the main goal of learning. In fact, the critical thinking skill plays a big role in improving the individual qualities.

The solution to solve students’ critical thinking problems is the implementation of learning model that can develop their thinking skills especially critical and creative thinking skills. The learning model that is implemented is 4C learning model. According to Guo (2016), 4C model is an innovation in philosophy of science learning. This model has constructivist, critical, and collaborative characters that complement each other. The constructivist character in 4C model requires students to be able to formulate hypothesis, test hypothesis, manipulate objects, solve problems, have a dialogue, do a research, answer the questions, express ideas, raise a question, and have a reflection. This constructivist character is able to practice critical and creative thinking skills, improve the students’ scientific mastery. The collaborative character enables them to cooperate each other, discuss in group, so it can equalize students’ learning achievements and reduce the gap between them.
4C Learning Model

The 4C learning model has a characteristics in which knowledge is constructed by students who are active collaborative groups. Constructivist and collaborative (socioculturalism) perspectives emphasize the importance of students’ participations in learning activities. The integration of constructivist-collaborative views considers that knowledge is constructed from the process of active individual formation and the inculturation process through social interaction. In this way, the 4C learning model is formed. The constructivist-collaborative learning has the concepts of schemata, assimilation, accomodation, cognitive imbalance, Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), and scaffolding.

The 4C learning model requires students to learn through discussions and dialogues, so it can potentially empower the critical and creative thinkings, and improve the students’ scientific mastery. The discussion and dialogue activities in 4C model can reduce the gap between the students who have high achievements and those who have low achievement. The 4C model requires the lecturers to view the class as a learning community. The students in the class are not only active in learning facts, but are also active in practicing inquiry skill such as presenting explanations, description, and predictions; controlling natural objects and events. The ideal learning community encourages students to learn from various sources including textbooks, lecturers, and the communication results between them and their lecturers.

Theoretical Review

The 4C learning model is a 21st century skill that refers to the curriculum needed in the future. This learning enhances critical, constructive, collaborative, creative, and systematic thinking skills. The critical thinking was a disciplined intellectual process that actively and intelligently conceptualized, implemented, analysed, synthesized, and evaluated the informations that were generated from observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication as a guidance about what was believed and the actions taken (Beyer, 1995). Another definition of critical thinking skill as stated by Bers (2005) was a mental process to analyse or evaluate information obtained from observations, experiences, common senses, or communication. In line with Facione (2010) who revealed that critical thinking was an individual skill in using his thoughts to analyse arguments and provide interpretations based on rational perceptions, assumption analysis, and logical interpretation.

Critical thinking is a process that aims to make sensible decisions about what we believe and what we do. It is a stage of higher order thinking skill. Jenicek (2006) categorized it into four groups which included problem solving, decision making, critical thinking, and creative thinking. According to Ewie (2010), reasoning included basic, critical, and creative thinkings. Researchs related to critical thinking were testing, linking, and evaluating all aspects of a situation or problem, gathering and organizing informations, determining the rational answers, drawing valid conclusions, having analytical and reflexive characters (Ennisi, 2011).
According to Klimoviene (2006), the skills related to the concept of critical thinking were the ability to understand problems, select informations that were important to solve problems, understand the assumptions, formulate and select relevant hypotheses, draw valid conclusions, and determine the validity of it. Lang (2000) found analogies and kinds of relationships between the pieces of informations. It determined the relevance and validity of informations that could be used for problem formation and resolution, finding and evaluating solutions or other ways of problem solving.

Another basic concept related to critical thinking was attitude that included the ability to acknowledge problems and accept the general need for evidences that supported the problem (Leen, et.al, 2014). Critical thinking skill also includes the ability to show truth, knowledge about correct conclusion and abstraction, accurate generalization of some evidences, the ability to apply the knowledge. Thinking creatively implies that knowledge is the basic aspect and dimension of intelligence in the thinking process. The primary key to bring up critical thinking is to restructure thinking as a result of analysing and evaluating it effectively. Although, some experts’ opinions are different, the similarity includes aspects of collecting, evaluating, and using informations effectively. The critical thinking skill is needed by students to make decisions in their lives.

Specifically, Piaw (2010) said that critical thinking skill was ability that included: 1) having observations, 2) curiosity, asking relevant questions and looking for sources needed, 3) testing and examining beliefs, assumptions, and opinions based on the facts, 4) recognizing and defining problems, 5) evaluating the validity of statements and arguments, 6) making wise decisions and valid solutions, and 7) understanding logical arguments.

According to Beyer (1995), in thinking critically the students were required to certain cognitive strategy that was appropriate to test the reliability of problem solving ideas and overcome the problems and its shortcomings. The critical thinking is a way of thinking that is directed, planned, followed logical path in line with the facts. There were six elements in critical thinking, namely 1) focus, 2) reason, 3) inference, 4) situation, 5) clarity, and 6) overview (Ennis, 2013). Critical thinking begins with the way in responding to an existing problem, so the focus of it can be seen from the conclusions of the presented arguments. Students are going to submit responses in form of underlying and logical reasons. The appropriate and sufficient reasons can be used to draw a conclusion. It is matched with the real situation. There must be a clarity of the terms used in the arguments so there is no mistake in drawing conclusion. It must be reviewed about what has been found, decided, cared for, studied, and concluded.

There were five indicators to assess critical thinking skill by using test (Piaw, 2010). They were assumptions, inferences, deductions, interpretations, and evaluating arguments. It was strengthen by Prayitno, et al (2012) who stated that the construct of thinking skill were: 1) formulating the problems, it could be measured based on students’ abilities to formulate it, 2) giving arguments or opinions, it could be measured based on students’ abilities to formulate the arguments needed and show various aspects of the simulated task, 3) making deduction, it could be measured based on students’ abilities to make logical deduction and interpret data appropriately, 4) making induction,
it could be measured based on the students’ abilities to analyse data, make generalizations, and draw correct conclusion, 5) evaluating, it could be measured based on students’ abilities to evaluate the facts, 6) deciding and taking action, it could be measured based on students’ abilities to determine solutions and choose possible alternatives. Based on previous theoretical review, the hypothesis of this study was there was an influence of academic capability on students’ learning outcomes in cognitive, psychomotor, and affective aspects.

METHOD

Research Design

This study was quasi-experimental research. The design of study used post-test only non-equivalent. This design took two groups, namely control group and experimental group. The control group was taught using conventional learning with varied lectures. The experimental group implemented 4C learning model. Both groups were given a post-test (Sugiyono, 2011). The primary data collected was then processed and analysed to find out whether there was an influence of 4C learning model on students’ learning outcomes.

The stages of this study included the preparation stage, planning stage, implementation stage, observation stage, evaluation stage, analysis stage, and follow-up stage. The preparation stage prepared the learning tools that would be used in the implementation stage. The planning stage included constructing research proposal, making syllabus and lesson plan in which 4C model was applied, and preparing the research instruments.

The implementation stage was a phase of giving treatment to the research subjects and taking as much data as possible. It included the learning process in the control group and experimental group. It was observed by three person to investigate the implementation of 4C learning model by using observation sheets. After that, post-test was held.

The analysis stage was carried out after obtaining data. It was assisted using SPSS version 16. This stage was carried out until organizing the report.

Participant

The population of this study was all of the first year students in Islamic Communication Department at UIN Walisongo Semarang. This university was Islamic-based institution. Samples taken from the population had to be representative so the conclusion could be implemented for the population itself (Suksma, 2007). The participant of this study were class IA as control grup consisted of 36 students (29 females and 7 males), class IB as experimental group consisted of 38 students (30 females and 8 males), and 2 lecturers (with 5-10 years of teaching experiences) who taught philosophy of science in Islamic Communication Department. The subjects of the study was chosen using cluster random sampling in which the samples were taken randomly (Sugiyono, 2011). Budiyono (2004) stated that in taking both classes (experimental group and control group) from the population, group equality test was used.
Data Collection

Techniques in collecting the data were tests, documentations, and observations. Test method was a systematic procedure where the students were given a set of answers which could be shown in numbers. It consisted of questions or exercises that were used to measure knowledge, intelligence, ability or skill possessed by individual or groups (Budiyono, 2017). Test method was used to measure students’ critical thinking skills. It was in form of essay tests.

The documentation method was used by collecting data in forms of notes and school documents related to the object of this study. The data was the test results of the first year students in Islamic Communication Department. The observations were done by observing the object of study directly to investigate the activities carried out (Budiyono, 2004). The observation sheets were used to examine the syntax implementation of 4C learning model in the classroom. It was observed all the teaching and learning process included the teacher’s and students’ activities, and the class condition when the 4C model was implemented.

Data Analysis

The analysis of data in this study used the descriptive statistical analysis and the inferential statistical analysis. The descriptive statistical analysis was used to describe the collected data such as the profile of students’ critical thinking skill. The inferential statistical analysis was used to test the hypothesis. The hypothesis testing in this study used t-test of two independent samples at a significant level (α) = 0.050, and assisted by the SPSS version 16. Before t-test was carried out, the prerequisite tests were normality test using Kolmogorov Smirnov and the homogeneity test using Levene’s test. The criteria used in making hypothesis decision was that $H_0$ was rejected when the probability significance ($\text{Sig.}$) < $\alpha$ (0.05). On the other hand, $H_0$ was accepted when the probability significance ($\text{Sig.}$) > $\alpha$ (0.05) (Budiyono, 2004).

Validation of Data Accuracy

The assessment of critical thinking skill used test method in forms of essay tests. The instruments that would be used to gain data had to be tested first. The instrument feasibility test was carried out in two steps, namely validity and reliability test. It was done to find out the quality level of the test items. Validity was an important quality of each test. It was the accuracy and accuracy of an instrument in carrying out its function (Sugiyono, 2011). Valid meant that the instrument could be used to measure. The validity test was testing the instrument whether it was in accordance with the philosophy of science material provided by the lecturer. It was divided into two kinds, namely internal and external validity.

The content validity was related to the ability of test in measuring the content. In other word, content validity stated whether the test had included the representative samples or not. It was able to be controlled by: 1) identifying the concepts of the materials being tested; 2) compiling a grid of materials being tested; 3) compiling test questions based on the grids, and making the answer key and rubric of assessment; 4) recheck the
questions, the answer key, and assessment rubric before printing it out (Budiyono, 2004).

Construct validity was a validation form whether the instruments were in line with the indicators of material concepts or not. The concepts were abstract so indicators were needed to describe it. The indicators used to make the instruments to be in line with the concepts.

Measuring the indicators meant the construct of a concept. It could be concluded that if the instruments gave exact measurement of the indicators, it would give exact measurement of the materials (Sukmadinata, 2007). The construct validity were able to be measured by the expert analysis or by testing to a number of individuals out of the samples but it still was in the same population. In this study, the construct validity of instruments was tested by the expert analysis.

External validity was tested by comparing the criteria of the instruments with the empirical facts (Sugiyono, 2011). It was done by trying out the instrument on the sample of population. Validity could be measured by correlating the students’ scores in one item (X) and the students’ scores overall (Y) using the technique of Pearson Product Moment.

Before the questions were used to obtain the research data, the validity and reliability were tested. In testing validity, if $r_{count} > r_{table}$, the questions were valid. On the other hand, if $r_{count} < r_{table}$, the questions were invalid (Sugiyono, 2011). The result of instrument validity was shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of question</th>
<th>$r_{count}$</th>
<th>$r_{table}$</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3012</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3012</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.3012</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3012</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.3012</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of $r_{XY}$ was used in t-test calculation. T-test was used because the participants were the samples of population. It had to be generalized to represent all characters in the population (Budiyono, 2004). The next step examined the t-table in the significance.
level (α) of 0.05 and degree of freedom (dk= N-2). The test decisions were as follows:
when $t_{\text{count}} < t_{\text{table}}$, the item was not valid, and when $t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}}$, the item was valid (Arikunto, 2009). The test item was valid when it gave the same results in different time. The reliability-tests of test and questionnaire used Alpha cronbach test.

In testing reliability, the decision making was based on the value of Cronbach’s Alpha. When the value of Cronbach’s Alpha > 0.60, the questionnaire was reliable or consistent. When the value of Cronbach’s Alpha < 0.60, the questionnaire was not reliable or not consistent (Sugiyono, 2011:193). The result of reliability test could be viewed in table 2.

Table 2
Reliability testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha Based on Standardized Items</th>
<th>Value of Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINDINGS

The Research Results

The study aimed to investigate the influence of 4C learning model on students’ creative thinking skills. The 4C model was implemented to the experimental group (Class IB) who consisted of 38 students. The control group (Class IA) that was consisted of 36 students were taught by using lectures and presentations. The determination of both groups was carried out using cluster random sampling. The results of post-test from both groups were compared to find out the influence of 4C model on the students’ critical thinking skills.

The data about the students’ critical thinking skill in the philosophy of science course was obtained from the written test results in form of essay. The material was about the use of deductive and inductive thinking in gaining knowledge. The essay consisted of 6 questions that included the aspects of thinking critically according to Facione (2013): interpretation, analysis, inference, evaluation, explanation, and self-regulation. The distribution result of critical thinking skills can be seen in table 3.

Table 3
The distribution of critical thinking skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval Value</th>
<th>Control Group Frequency</th>
<th>Experimental Group Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45-52</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-68</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69-76</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-84</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85-92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93-100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows the frequency of each interval value in control and experimental groups. The biggest frequency of control group is in the interval of 61-68 with a total of 10. While the biggest frequency of experimental group is in the interval of 77-84 with a total of 16. The data shows that the level of students’ critical thinking skills in the experimental group is higher than in the control group. The description of the students’ critical thinking ability can be seen in table 4.

Table 4
The description of students’ critical thinking skill results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical Results</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>64.92</td>
<td>76.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation Standard</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>147.164</td>
<td>78.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>64.60</td>
<td>78.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that the average value in experimental group is higher than in control group. The average value of control group is 64.92. The average value of experimental group is 76.84. The bigger deviation standard means the data is more heterogeneous. Otherwise, the lower deviation standard means the data is more homogeneous. The deviation standard of control group is 12.13. The deviation standard of experimental group is 8.87. The variance of control group is 147.164 and the variance of experimental group is 78.731. This condition shows that the deviation standard and variance of control group is higher than experimental group. It means that the diversity (variability) of the control group is higher (Budiyono, 2017). The maximum and minimum values of experimental group are higher than control group. It is also found in the median value in which the the experimental group is higher than control group. Based on those statistical results, it can be said descriptively that the critical thinking test of the experimental students is better than the control students.

In table 4, the average value of critical thinking skill in experimental group which implemented 4C model is higher than in control group which implemented lecture method and presentations. The comparison of average values for each aspect of critical thinking skills between the control group and experimental group could be seen in table 5.

Table 5
The comparison between the average value of critical thinking skill in every aspect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Self-Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>83.026</td>
<td>83.026</td>
<td>77.368</td>
<td>75.789</td>
<td>83.158</td>
<td>58.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>91.250</td>
<td>49.444</td>
<td>68.889</td>
<td>63.333</td>
<td>61.667</td>
<td>54.444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows that experimental group tends to be higher than control group in five aspects, namely analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation, and self-regulation. But, the control group is higher in one aspect, it is interpretation aspect.
The critical thinking skill of control group in interpretation aspect is 91,250, in which the interpretation aspect of experimental group is 83,026. In analysis aspect, the control group’s value is 49,444 and the experimental group’s value is 83.026. In the evaluation aspect, the control group’s value is 68,889 and the experimental group’s value is 77,368. In the inference aspect, the control group’s value is 63,333 and the experimental group’s value is 75,789. In the explanation aspect, the control group’s value is 61,667 and the experimental group’s value is 83,158. In the self-regulation aspect, the control group’s value is 54,444 and the experimental group’s value is 58,947. The biggest average value of experimental group is in the explanation aspect and the biggest average value of control group is in the interpretation aspect. The lowest average value of experimental group is in the self-regulation aspect and the lowest average value of control group is in the analysis aspect. The order of the biggest to the lowest average value are analysis aspect (33,582), explanation aspect (21,491), inference aspect (12,456), evaluation aspect (8,480), interpretation aspect (8,224) and self-regulation aspect (4,503).

Normality Test

Testing assumption as a prerequisite for the analysis of two treatment differences with t-test needs to do statistical testing. T-test analysis requires normality test and homogeneity test. In normality test, the data has to be normal distributed. This test aims to determine both groups come from the populations which have normal distributions. \( H_0 \) is stated that samples come from the normal-distributed population and \( H_1 \) is stated that samples do not come from the normal-distributed population. The normality test of the data uses Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with \( \alpha = 0.050 \) in the SPSS version 16. The data gains from the test results of students’ critical thinking skill in control and experimental groups. The decision of normality test is that if the significance value (\( \text{sig} \)) is lower than the value of \( \alpha \) (\( \text{sig} < 0.050 \)), \( H_0 \) is rejected. It means that the data is not normally distributed. If the value of \( \text{sig} \) is higher than the value of \( \alpha \) (\( \text{sig} > 0.050 \)), \( H_0 \) is accepted. It can be said that the data is normally distributed. The results of normality test can be seen in table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Kolmogorov Smirnov</th>
<th>( K_{\text{table}} )</th>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>Sig &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>Sig &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows that the value of \( \text{sig} \) is higher than 0.05, so \( H_0 \) is accepted and it can be concluded that the data in both groups is normally distributed.

Homogeneity Test

The homogeneity test aims to determine whether the variance between control group and experimental group is homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous means that the data of both groups have the same variance. In this study, the homogeneity test uses Levene’s test with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) in SPSS version 16. The variance of both groups is
homogeneous when the significance value (\( \text{sig} \)) is more than 0.05 (\( \text{sig} > 0.05 \)). It is said to be heterogeneous when the significance value (\( \text{sig} \)) is less than 0.05 (\( \text{sig} < 0.05 \)). \( H_0 \) is said that each group has the same variance (homogeneous). \( H_1 \) is stated that each group has different variance (heterogeneous). It can be seen in table 7.

Table 7
The results of homogeneity test in critical thinking skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homogeneity Test</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>( F_{\text{count}} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{table}} )</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>The test decision of ( H_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical Thinking Skill</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3.883</td>
<td>3.974</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 shows that the value of \( F_{\text{count}} \) is 3.883 and the value of \( F_{\text{table}}(0.05;1;72) \) is 3.974. This result shows that \( F_{\text{count}} < F_{\text{table}}(0.05;1;72) \) and the significance value (\( \text{sig} \)) is more than 0.05. It means that \( H_0 \) is accepted, so the students’ critical thinking skill in both groups are homogeneous. The requirements of hypothesis testing have been fulfilled in which the data comes from normal-distributed population and has homogeneous variance. It is carried out through t-test.

Hypothesis Testing

In this study, hypothesis testing was carried out using t-test in SPSS version 16. The aim of t-test with two samples is to compare both data and determine whether the variables are the same or different (Sugiyono, 2011). The result of prerequisite test indicates that the data is normal and homogeneous. The criteria of hypothesis testing is the significance level (\( \alpha \)) is 0.05. \( H_0 \) is rejected when the value of probability significance (\( \text{sig} \)) < \( \alpha \) (0.05). And \( H_0 \) is accepted when the value of probability significance (\( \text{sig} \)) > 0.05. \( H_0 \) is stated that there is no difference between the implementation of 4C learning model and lecturing method toward the students’ critical thinking skills. The analysis results can be seen in table 8.

Table 8
T-test results: The influence of 4C model on critical thinking skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>( t_{\text{count}} )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{table}} )</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Test decision of ( H_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical Thinking</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4.485</td>
<td>1.993</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Sig &gt; 0.01</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 shows that the significance value is less than 0.05. Based on it, it is concluded that \( H_0 \) is rejected and \( H_1 \) is accepted. \( H_1 \) is stated that there are differences between the implementation of 4C learning model and lecturing method on the students’ critical thinking skills. It indicates that 4C model influences the students’ critical thinking skill because the significance value is less than 0.01.

DISCUSSION

The analysis results using t-test reveals that 4C learning model influences the students’ critical thinking skills. The value of \( \text{sig} \) is 0.00 (\( \text{sig} < 0.05 \)) and \( t_{\text{count}} \) is 4.845. The value of \( t_{\text{table}} \) is 1.993 so \( t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}} \). The average value of students’ critical thinking skill in experimental group is higher than those who are in control group (76.84 > 64.92). This condition is because 4C learning model requires students to formulate problem and
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hypothesis, and test the tentative answers through group discussion and experiments. There is an inquiry process that creates students to be critical. In line with Kaddoura (2011) who said that there were differences in critical thinking skill in the aspects of analysis, evaluation, inference, deduction, and induction between the classes who were given problem based learning and the conventional learning. The learning process runs well and creates effective interactions between the lecturer and the students. It causes the aim of philosophy of science learning is achieved. This study implements the aspects of critical thinking skill according to Facione (2013). It consisted of interpretation, analysis, inference, evaluation, explanation, and self-regulation aspects.

The 4C learning model is a combination of constructivism and collaborative views that complement each other. The constructivism view requires the students to construct their own knowledge, while the collaborative view emphasizes on the social practice and cooperation in groups. It is strengthened by Srikote’s opinion (2013) who said that in the learning process, the students had to be active to construct the material concepts and solve the problems in it. Not all students can be actively involved in the learning process because of different academic capability. Therefore, it is necessary to form a heterogeneous group to encourage all students to be active. Darmuki et.al (2019) stated that in collaborative learning the students had to be grouped, so they could interact and discuss it with their friends, have strong willingness to teach another friends, and gain the benefits of collaborative learning.

The learning process that implemented 4C model in the experimental group run effectively. It could be viewed from the students’ enthusiasm during the learning process. It was demonstrated when the lecturer applied the learning stages, they were encouraged to construct their own knowledge on the materials of the use of deductive and inductive thinking.

The implementation of 4C model was started by organizing the students. In this stage, the students were grouped into small groups consisted of 5 persons with different academic capability. It was intended to make the scaffolding process through peer tutorials was well facilitated. This process aimed to encourage the students with high academic capability to be able to help they who had low academic capability in construct the concepts of material. The second stage was the exploration of students’ initial concepts of the material through video presentation. It aimed to encourage the conceptual changing based on constructivist idea that enabled the students to construct a new concept that was more scientific than the initial concept. The concepts were built through the process of assimilation and accommodation. The assimilation was individual process in adapting to new knowledge. The accommodation was individual process in changing the initial knowledge to create a cognitive balance (Bers, 2005).

In this stage, the students were asked to share their initial concepts or ideas about the learning materials. They were able to develop their critical thinking skill in the aspect of interpretation. This aspect was the students’ skill in organizing the problems. In line with Piaget theory about constructivist learning (1986) who argued that the active learning process encouraged students to construct knowledge and understandings of facts through their experiences and interactions. The interpretation aspect had a
difference in the average value of 8,244 between the control and experimental groups. The average value of control group was higher than experimental group because the control group began with the material presentation by the lecturer, so they were easily directed. While the experimental group began with the inquiry process.

The next stage aimed to build cognitive conflict in the students’ mind to create cognitive imbalances. In this stage, the students presented slides and videos. The role of lecturer was to help them describe their ideas by asking questions. The cognitive conflict encouraged them to learn. The cognitive imbalance drove them to be unsatisfied with the phenomena until they found the right answer to balance their cognitive. Therefore, this stage developed the students’ critical thinking skill in aspects of analysis and explanation. The analysis aspect occurred when they tested their ideas and analysed the causes of problem. This aspect in both groups had a difference in average value of 33,582. The average value of experimental group was higher than control group because the constructivist process run well in experimental group. While the control group gained the materials from the lecturer only. The explanation aspect occurred when the students shared their ideas and opinions to find the right answer of the problems. This aspect had a difference in average value of 21,491. The average value of experimental group was higher than control group because the experimental group was given more opportunity and times to express their ideas.

The following stage was the conceptual building collaboratively. It was carried out in a constructivist manner through the process of assimilation and accommodation. This stage required the students to have inquiry activities by conducting experiments and having discussion with their collaborative groups. The students required to formulate the problem and hypothesis, and test the tentative answers. This stage required the students to have inquiry activities by conducting experiments and having discussion with their collaborative groups. The students required to formulate the problem and hypothesis, and test the tentative answers. Gokhale (1955) said that in collaborative group, the students gained the basic of critical thinking when they shared their ideas, took decisions, and solved the problems. The critical thinking skill depended on the individual’s understanding, belief, maturity level, and experience.

Thinking critically made the students to be more focus on the learning process rather than the facts. Critical thinking helped them to create and apply the new knowledge in their real lives so they were more creative. The process of problem formulation was carried out by asking the students to categorize the existing data. It was able to train their interpretation aspect of critical thinking skill. The process in formulating the hypothesis trained them to test the data and find the logical facts. It drove them to have analysis aspect in critical thinking skill. Testing the tentative answers trained them to compile the events and data, analyse it, and draw the conclusion. The activity of compiling the events and data was able to develop their critical thinking skill in the aspect of explanation and evaluation because they required to explain and assess the statements using strong opinions. The evaluation aspect between both groups had a difference in average value of 8,48. The average value of experimental group in evaluation aspect was higher than control group because the 4C learning model based on the problems or phenomena that encouraged the students to assess the credible statements of a report. They were also able to assess inductive and deductive statements after conducting experiments (Facione, 2013). Ideally, the problem based learning could affect the students’ skills in evaluating the solution of problems.
When the experimental data had been obtained, the next activity was drawing conclusion or inference. The inference aspect had a difference in average value of 12,456. The average value of experimental group in inference aspect was higher than control group because the students in the experimental group formulated problems, proposed hypothesis, recognized the evidences, answered the hypothesis, and drew conclusions using inductive or deductive considerations. This was in accordance with the statements of Bers (2005) and Beyer (1995), stated that students could develop the aspects of critical thinking through recognizing and obtaining its elements to draw reasonable conclusion, solve the hypothesis, consider relevant information, and reduce the consequences of data, statements, principles, evidences, opinions, concepts, and another forms of it.

The results of discussion and experiment in the collaborative groups were presented in front of the class. The presentation aimed to make the lecturer able to supervise the students’ concepts, improve and strengthen it. So, they would get constructivist knowledge. They were able to differentiate the materials had been understood and not yet understood. In this way, the aspect of self-regulation in critical thinking was trained and the lecturer was the facilitator. The self-regulation aspect had a difference in average value of 4,503. The average value of control group in this aspect was lower than experimental group.

The next stage was individual quiz in the end of learning process. The quiz was in form of essay test. This stage showed the extent to which the students could understand the material they had learned. The last stage was giving rewards to the collaborative groups who were active and had increasing progress. The rewards was given to make the students understood that the learning success would be achieved if they studied harder and gave better performances than before.

The implementation of 4C learning model trained the components of students’ thinking skills especially the critical thinking skill. Guo (2016) stated that 4C model consisted of schemata, assimilation, accommodation, cognitive imbalance, and scaffolding that required students to learn the construction of a concept or knowledge through discussion in collaborative groups. This learning model could trained the students’ critical thinking skill.

The results of this study revealed that the implementation of 4C learning model in philosophy of science learning could improve the students’ critical thinking skills. The researchs by Klimoviene et.al (2006) and Zivkovil (2016) concluded that there is an improvement of the students critical thinking skill through the collaborative constructivist learning. The other research that supported this study was conducted by Gokhale (1995) which stated that the collaborative-critical thinking increased the learning outcomes including the students’ thinking skill.

CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this study were: 1) the 4C learning model influenced the students’ psychomotor and affective learning outcomes, 2) the students’ academic capability did not influence on the students’ learning outcomes, and 3) the interaction between 4C learning model and academic capability did not influence on the first-year students’
learning outcomes in the Islamic Communication Department of UIN Walisongo Semarang in academic year of 2019/2020. The focus of further research was needed to test the practicality and the effectiveness of 4C model to investigate the influence of academic capability on students’ learning outcomes and their thinking abilities.
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